A Request from Mickey Alderman
Good day!!! My name is Mickey Alderman. I am a full time mama, teacher and
caregiver to our three special needs children. Two children who are autistic with
many other labels and behaviors to daily contend with, ages 18 and 14 and one child
age 9 who is epileptic with learning disabilities and cognitive delays, and several
other labels. Recently we have had several financial problems, either with our
vehicles breaking down, such as my truck breaking down an hour away from home
after a special olympics swim meet or appliances breaking down, such as recently
our dishwasher, which of course ran up our credit card, because we hardly have any
money to put towards emergency needs. Also added to my stresses is a large
concerns that our water heater will soon be going out, and hot baths, each and
every night, are highly important to my youngest son’s nigh-night time routine. We
have entirely too many extra bills due to the many therapies and doctor’s visits my
children are in need of. My husband’s pay is enough to cover the basic needs and
bills, but we struggle to pay extra bills or meet our food needs. I am seeking help in
purchasing 2 chromebooks for 2 of 3 of our disabled kids who are homeschooled.
Keera Marie Alderman’s chromebook that she uses for school and therapy has just
died!!! We were trying to limp by on just the one device but that is not working for
two homeschooled grade school children. Her and her youngest brother Tiberius are
both in need of a Acer - 15.6" Chromebook - Intel Celeron - 4GB Memory - 16GB
eMMC Flash Memory - Granite Gray or something similar that has good ratings and
lasting quality for therapeutic as well as educational purposes. I do hope and pray
you can be of assistance.
Thank you much for your time,
Mickey Alderman

